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The work I did this semester completely transformed the way I approach reading, writing and
researching. First and foremost, my overall writing strategy will never be the same. When faced
with a writing task, my usual strategy was to put pen to paper as soon as possible. I would
brainstorm and write down everything that came to mind, only to end up deleting most of it
during editing. Outlining and writing introductions were my most dreaded tasks, and the only
way around them was creating a very rough draft that will eventually become the main body of
the paper. I thought I was saving time, but I was really wasting it.

This faulty strategy (barely) got me through Unit 1, but when we were given the task of creating
an annotated bibliography, I knew it would not work for Unit 2. Instead, I created an outline and
expanded it by adding useful information from my research. Once that part was finished, the
introduction and conclusion paragraphs seemed to come together all on their own. From there it
was only a matter of editing and proofreading, which is much easier when you are not exhausted
from drafting/editing/rewriting a giant wall of brainstorming text.

As a reader, I was fascinated by the Amy Tan article and her “different Englishes.” That piece
really made me reflect on the evolution of language. Definitions and even grammar rules change
with time, so if enough people use a word “wrong”, their intent becomes the new definition. This
changed me as a reader because I was definitely guilty of gravitating toward writers who use
complex sentence structure and obscure vocabulary. Or rather, I automatically assumed they are
more qualified in their subject area than someone who writes like their audience is in middle
school. The truth is, adapting a voice is challenging regardless of what the voice is.

That said, my biggest takeaway from this class is the power of research. In today’s social media
driven world of 24-hour news cycles and “alternative news”, it is imperative to have the ability
to find the truth. For example, if you Google “Why I should take the COVID vaccine,” you will
see a wide range of expert testimony, research studies, etc. discussing the many, many reasons
why people need to get vaccinated. However, if you Google “Why I should not take the COVID
vaccine,” you will find hundreds of blogs, claims and testimony demonstrating that the vaccine is
a killer nanobot sent from the bottom of the flat Earth we live on.

Thanks to the research skills I gained in this class, I know Bill Gates is not trying to turn us into
cave-dwelling crab people to further his communist agenda, as Tucker Carson suggests. I am
able to distinguish between a claim and a verifiable fact mostly because I make sure to dig into a
piece of information until I find a primary source. Plenty of misleading articles cite scientific



research as evidence. But not all studies are the same. By paying attention to the methodology
used, as well as the peer review reaction, I can separate the real studies from the duds.


